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※ 답안지(OMR카드)에 반드시 컴퓨터용 수성사인펜을 사용하여 표기하시기 바랍니다.

※ 밑줄 친 부분과 뜻이 가장 가까운 단어/ 어구를 고르시오. (1-5번)

 

1. Everywhere you look, the quantity of information in the world is soaring. (1.5점)
① increasing  ② going down  ③ deteriorating  ④ fluctuating  ⑤ changing 

 
2. History shows that quantum developments in science or technology have always 

provoked a backlash motivated by concern or misunderstanding. (1.5점)
① slow   ② great   ③ average   ④ strange   ⑤ quiet  

3. In spite of public apprehension, UK governments have continued to support 
research into genetically modified crops, and today hundreds of hectares of 
genetically engineered plants are growing in Britain, mostly in agricultural 
research centres and plant laboratories. (2.5점)
① surprise   ② opinion   ③ sentiment   ④ enjoyment   ⑤ fear 

4. Our electricity bill was so high last month! How could we be using that much 
energy? (3.0점)
① off the charts      ② in the same boat     ③ adding fuel to the fire 
④ cool as a cucumber      ⑤ down to the wire

5. My doctor was so busy that I couldn't make an appointment last week. But 
today he told me over the phone that he can fit me in at three p.m. tomorrow. 
(2.5점)
① cancel the appointment 
② squeeze me in 
③ stop calling me 
④ find another doctor for me 
⑤ work with me

※다음 문장을 읽고 빈칸에 가장 적절한 단어/어구를 고르시오. (6-26번)

6. Unlike Europe and North America, with their agricultural surpluses, many poorer 
nations already cannot produce enough food to ____________ their populations. 
(2.5점) 
① feed    ② suggest     ③ buy     ④ produce     ⑤ take 

7. Unfortunately, their house _______ while they were at the restaurant celebrating 
their anniversary. (3.0점)
① went burgled   ② got burgled   ③ had burgled   ④ burgled   ⑤ burgle

8. The identities of the victims remain _________________. (1.5점)
① by question ② for question ③ in question ④ from question ⑤ on question  

9. A recent study found that people who used their phones while eating with 
friends or family said they enjoyed their meal less and felt less _____________ 
than those who didn’t use their phones at the table. (2.5점)
① tiring    ② distracted    ③ engaged    ④ exciting    ⑤ engaging

10. Most people understand that vitamin D is critical for bone and muscle health. 
Our analysis has also found that it helps the body __________ acute respiratory 
infection, which is responsible for millions of deaths globally each year. (2.5점)
① concern    ② protect    ③ confirm    ④ create    ⑤ fight 

11. The man sat stoically at one end of the table, carefully crafting his replies to 
the FBI agent’s inquiries. He wasn’t considered a major ____________ in the 
murder case. His alibi was believable and he sounded sincere, but the agent 
pressed on. (3.0점)
① suspicion   ② problem   ③ case   ④ suspect   ⑤ criminal   

12. Perhaps not surprisingly, women tend to ___________ their torsos even more so 
than men, especially when they feel insecure, nervous, or cautious. A woman 
may cross her arms over her stomach, just under the breasts, in an effort to 
shield her torso and comfort herself. (3.0점)
① make     ② cover     ③ hurt     ④ feel     ⑤ carry 

13. The document was highly ___________ and circulated to a very limited group 
of people for reasons of national security. (2.5점)
① classified   ② promoted   ③ protested  ④ circumvented  ⑤ sought-after

14. Wiki is a _________ space where many people may work together to share 
knowledge. The most well known example of this is Wikipedia, where people 
from around the world ________ information to create an encyclopedia of terms, 
much larger than would be possible by an individual. (2.5점)
① private … collect     ② collective … personalize     ③ together … share 
④ collaborative … pool     ⑤ common … separate  

15. Nor can we depend any longer for the necessities of life upon our own 
productive system. One has at his call commodities fashioned by every nation of 
the earth. He thinks less of voyage from London to Peru than, a century ago, 
his ancestors thought of a visit to Paris or Rome. The whole world has become 
_______________ (2.5점)
① isolated  ② interdependent  ③ reliable   ④ dependable  ⑤ independent 

16. Writing stories is a really hard work. In particular, writing a novel, a play, or a 
screenplay can _________ years. (1.5점)
① bring     ② buy     ③ go     ④ take     ⑤ spend

17. I have never _____ such a problem and thus have no_______ to it. (2.5점)
① left alone … inhibitions     ② chickened at … solution
③ dreaded … panacea         ④ come across … ready-made answer
⑤ marveled at … compulsions

18. The biology students were assigned the task of testing the ______, but did not 
have enough time to prove its validity. (1.5점) 
① assurance   ② hypothesis   ③ motif     ④ absurdity   ⑤ belief 

19. Because Michael had been so ______ as a child, he had an extremely difficult 
time adjusting when he enrolled in the military academy. (3.0점) 
① fettered    ② intrepid    ③ odious    ④ pallid     ⑤ coddled

20. A decade after the ______, the wanderers began to drift home again, hoping to 
rebuild the community they had fled during the war. (4.0점)
① subordinate   ② predecessor   ③ feasibility  ④ diaspora   ⑤ chimera

21. In 1918, the Boston Red Sox won the World Series, but the success turned out 
to be an ______. For the Red Sox have not won a World Series since. (2.5점)
① unique    ② eternity     ③ abet     ④ aberration    ⑤ excel 

22. The fireworks ______ the village boy, who had never seen such things before. 
(1.5점)
① debunked   ② elapsed   ③ captivated   ④ fraught   ⑤ pillaged  

23. The twins' heredity and upbringing were identical in nearly every respect, yet 
one child remained unfailingly sanguine even in times of stress while her sister 
was prone to angry outbursts that indicated an exceptionally choleric ______. 
(3.0점)
① individuality ② physicality  ③ temperament  ④ physiognomy  ⑤ molecule

24. It's a good idea, but it's ________ that the boss will agree with you. (1.5점)
① unlikely   ② likely   ③ improbably   ④ assumed   ⑤ possible 

25. Sports for the visually challenged _____ their confidence and help them to 
mingle with the _______ of society. (2.5점)

   ① enrich … heart             ② plummet … core
   ③ boost … mainstream        ④ abate … prejudice
   ⑤ curb … outsider

26. Ask someone in your organization to __________ you her purse, briefcase, or 
backpack. (1.5점) 
① include    ② put    ③ borrow    ④ lend     ⑤ find

※ 다음 내용을 읽고 물음에 답하시오. (27번)
27. Find one common word that fits into both of two blanks below. (4.0점) 
    
    (a) Many young men answered the ______ to arms and signed up as

   soon as war was declared.
(b) That car nearly drove into us. It was a really close ______. 

① request    ② call     ③ danger     ④ crash      ⑤ decision

-  뒷장 계속 -                                                                    



※ 문법적으로 가장 잘못된 것을 고르시오. (28-29번)

28. It has been well (a) establishing by researchers that those who can
   (b) effectively read and interpret nonverbal communication, and manage 
   (c) how others perceive them will enjoy (d) greater success in life 
   than individuals (e) who lack this skill. (1.5점)

① (a)    ② (b)    ③ (c)    ④ (d)    ⑤ (e) 

29. (a) Recommending books about meaning (b) is difficult. Plenty of the world's 
great (c) literature and religious texts tackle the topic of (d) what meaning is or 
how to (e) find them. (1.5점)
① (a)    ② (b)    ③ (c)    ④ (d)    ⑤ (e)

 ※ 다음 글을 읽고 물음에 답하시오 (30-31번)

If, through omission or commission, I have (a) inadvertently displayed any 
sexist, racist, nationalist, or other type of bias as yet unnamed, I apologize 
and encourage your suggestions for (b) ___________. In the quest to 
develop meaningful ideas that are totally free from bias and purged from the 
influences of its flawed cultural past, I doubtless have made some mistakes. 

30. Which one is most similar to (a) in meaning? (2.5점)
 ① on purpose         ② with intention 
 ③ without accident     ④ with cause  
 ⑤ by mistake 

31. What is most appropriate for the blank (b)? (3.0점) 
 ① rectification      ② objectification 
 ③ justification      ④ edition 
 ⑤ production 

※ 다음 글을 읽고 물음에 답하시오 (32-34번)
As the owners of dogs, as the ones who (a) shepherded them from ancient 
proto-wolves into our villages and homes, who sculpted bizarrely small-nosed, 
short-legged, furry-faced dogs out of the well-adapted wolf, we must find a 
way for them whereby they do not lose their animalness.
  Today, (b) one can get away with abandoning a dog for any reason: for 
behavior that the owner deems “misbehavior” — be it soiling the house, 
barking or destroying possessions. We can return a dog to the shelter simply 
because he’s “too much trouble” or no longer a cute puppy. As a society, we 
are endorsing the idea that dogs come without complicated needs and messy 
bodily functions — because after all, that was “fixed.” But we are the ones 
who need fixing.

32. What is most relevant to the passage? (3.0점)
 ① We should neutralize a pet dog before taking it to our home.  
 ② We should be careful not to lose our animalness under whatever situations.  
 ③ We can return a pet dog to a shelter if we have good reasons.   
 ④ We are not responsible for a pet dog’s overpopulation.  
 ⑤ We should hold ourselves accountable for keeping dogs. 

33. Which one best replaces the underlined part (a)? (1.5점) 
 ① spoiled               ② appreciated   
 ③ marked               ④ hurted  
 ⑤ guided  

34. Which one best explains the underlined part (b)? (3.0점) 
 ① Anyone can go ahead with abandoning a dog.   
 ② No one should give up on his or her dog for any reason.  
 ③ You may not be punished when you abandon your dog for some reason.  
 ④ You would not throw away your dog because of the dog’s misbehavior.  
 ⑤ One should not do away with a dog even if it creates many problems.  

※ 다음 글을 읽고 물음에 답하시오 (35-36번)
“Phubbing” — snubbing someone you’re talking with to look at a cell phone 
— may not be part of your everyday vocabulary, but it’s almost certainly 
(a) _______________________________. Just think about how often a 
conversation stalls because your friends or you have pulled out a phone and 
descended into an Instagram black hole. The phenomenon may seem like a 
relatively harmless, if annoying, part of modern life, but research is finding 
that it may be hurting your relationships. Ironically, phubbing is meant to 
connect you, presumably, with someone through social media or texting. But 
it actually can severely (b) ____________ your present-moment, in-person 
relationships.

 

35. Which one best completes the underlined sentence (a)? (4.0점)
 ① part of your everyday life
 ② a difficult vocabulary
 ③ not common daily life these days.  
 ④ commonplace to make phone calls every day 
 ⑤ hardly easy not to use a smartphone on a daily basis  

 
36. Choose a word for the blank (b) to best complete the meaning. (2.5점)

 ① change      
 ② monitor 
 ③ disrupt      
 ④ stop        
 ⑤ modify 

  
※ 다음 글 [A]와 [B]를 읽고 물음에 답하시오. (37-39번) 
[A] Berkeley was the first U.S. city to tax sugar-sweetened beverages. It 
made them more expensive since sugary drinks are a direct cause of obesity. 
Kris Madsen, an associate professor of public health at the University of 
California, Berkeley, is leading a team of researchers that's trying to see how 
this soda tax functions. She states, "We saw a 52 percent (a) _______ in the 
consumption of sweetened drinks over the first three years." Her comment 
indicates that the tax is working well.   

[B] National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey data shows that when 
individuals reduce soda consumption due to  a soda tax, they fully 
(b) ____________ the calories they would have consumed from soda with 
calories consumed elsewhere, rendering soda taxes ineffective in terms of 
caloric reduction. A 2012 study by Cornell University found that, when faced 
with a new soda tax, many households reduced their soda consumption while 
purchasing an increased amount of beer, substituting one “vice” for another. 

37. Which of the following is NOT relevant to Passage [A] and [B]? (4.0점)
① According to passage [A], a soda tax aims to reduce the consumption of
   sweetened drinks. 
② Passage [B] contends that a soda tax tends to be a problem since an
   object of consumption shifts from soda to alcoholic beverages.  
③ Passage [A] proves how a soda tax does not work well.
④ Kris Madsen underscores the positive aspect of a soda tax. 
⑤ Passage [B] discusses a kind of a balloon effect for a soda tax since this
   policy has caused unintended and unexpected consequences. 

38. Choose a word for the blank (a). (2.5점)
① increase   ② decline   ③ promotion   ④ advent   ⑤ average 

39. Fill in the blank (b). (2.5 점) 
① offset   ② eliminate   ③ condone   ④ facilitate   ⑤ postulate 

※ 다음 글을 읽고 물음에 답하시오. (40번) 
From the very beginning of school we make books and reading a constant 
source of possible failure and public humiliation. When children are little we 
make them read aloud before the teacher and other children, so that we can 
be sure they “know” all the words they are reading. This means that when 
they don’t know a word, they are going to make a mistake, right in front of 
the whole class. Instantly they are made to realize that they have done 
something wrong. Perhaps some of the other children will begin to wave their 
hands and say, “Ooooh! O-o-o-oh!” Perhaps they will just giggle, or nudge 
each other, or make a face. Perhaps the teacher will say, “Are you sure?” or 
ask someone else what he thinks. Or perhaps, if the teacher is kind, she will 
just smile a sweet, sad smile—often one of the most painful punishments a 
child can suffer in school. Before long many children associate books and 
reading with penalties and humiliation.  Mark Twain once said that a cat that 
sat on a hot stove lid would never sit on one again—but it would never sit 
on a cold one either. The same is true of (a)_________. If they, so to speak, 
sit on a hot book a few times, if books cause them humiliation and pain, 
they are likely to decide that the safest thing to do is to leave all books 
alone.

40. Which of the following is the best choice for the blank (a)? (3.0점) 
① school administration  
② educators  
③ readers  
④ children  
⑤ adults

 

  


